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About This Game

Thousands of nasty insects have taken over our homes. The only thing we can do is to take up our weapons and destroy them.
This is a quick action shooting game, you will be surrounded by a large number of monsters, but don't be afraid, we have ready
for you a powerful weapon and props, you can even get the support of the B2 stealth bomber, so what to wait, quickly join in.

Game features:

· Multiple game modes: task mode, challenge mode, sprint mode

· Rich weapons and props: machine guns, Gatlin, nuclear bombs, B2 bombers and so on

· The quick battle process

· The 2D picture of retro
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Title: Kill The Monster
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Bon
Publisher:
Bon
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windowsXP SP3/win7/win8/win10

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Out of the three ND games I've played, the other two being Shadow Ranch and Blue Moon Canyon, this is by FAR the WORST.
The gameplay is different then that of the other two and though I see what the delvelopers were trying to do, making it a bit
more about deduction and detective work, they FAILED. You're able to interact with very little in the enviroments, making
them very dull, you have to spend a LOT of time on the phone, there are little things that are never solvled/explored and
throughout much of the game it felt like I was grinding instead of enjoying the game.
However beyond all of that the thing that I found to be the most aggravating is that this game takes all of those mini games from
previous ND games, multiplies them and makes every advancement of the plot completely relient on tedious, repetitive tasks.
Skip this one unless you've played all the other and do not get it at full price!. I love this game it is awesome!!!!. It's not a
complete disaster, but the game didn't really do it for me:

1) No sense of agency: most interactive novels at least give you more choices. There's barely any actual choices here. This is
especially bad since it's a detective game: I'd expect more chances to get things wrong, or to affect the investigation at all.
2) There is quite a bit of time dedicated to the protagonist's mental state, but I don't think it was done well.
3) The game has some of the worst animations I can remember.... and I can remember old 8 bit computers. It's not that the
animations are wooden: It's easy to forgive wooden. They are bad enough to be funny, and I don't want funny in a game that
takes itself this seriously.

It's not as if there aren't good things: The solution of the mystery is plausible, the music works well, and if not for the animation,
the art is fine
It'd be possible to make this into an actual good game, probably without crazy amounts of effort, but as it is, and given how
competitive the adventure\/interactive novel genre is, this isn't up to par.. Okay, the game is not bad-bad, but for me it's a waste
of time producing it.
I hope I'm not offending the makers, they did well for a small, short game. However, it's not good enough for what I am looking
for. Here are my notes in short:

Story: Overall, the game is just too predictable and monotone. It follows a simple plot line and doesn't stray even a bit from the
obvious path.
Art: Cute art, but nothing too great animation-wise. Characters look cool as per the chosen animation style, though.
Music: I cannot remember any specifics about this. Didn't strike me as an important part of the game at all.
Puzzles: Illogical. It's like seeking for a specific piece of stick among a house made of sticks - that much illogical.

It's a so-so game, but I'd rather put it in the do-not-recommend bag instead of the other.. I would rather just use the internet....
Worth its price. Easy to play but it requires some focus to be mastered. Soundtrack is catchy.

Overall it deserve a Muk /10. And would Crush again.

. A lot of puzzles, but stilla glood sleuther. I hope you like numbers if you play.. Splatoon meets F-Zero with crossplay. Controls
are tight, aesthetic is tight and this game will hopefully continue to scratch my itch for a new Blur. Highly recommend.

https://youtu.be/Mo7zDpEUUJo. Zero effort and Zero expense put out by this shady developer. They simply downloaded an
asset kit on Unity completely FREE and changed the name and then put it up for sale HERE.

Here is the asset kit they got for free on Unity and used for this game...
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/essentials\/tutorial-projects\/tower-defense-template-107692

Please DO NOT support this lazy and corrupt developer who really isn't a developer at all, but rather is nothing more than a
"thief" who is stealing other peoples work and selling it as their own work for a quick profit.. If you are a fan of games like
armored core and such, this is for you.

even though its rough around the edges but its as close as you can get when it comes to mech building
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Looks bad but it's free. game looks great and gets very intense. This game is absolutely too good for whay I payed for it. It's a
bit hard to lay out in simple terms, in part because the game itself is so mechanically simple. There are only two buttons: Left
Shift and Right Shift. LShift causes your little spaceperson to fire their gun down and rocket upwards, and RShift causes them
to shoot forward and go down. By default, you are bound to the ground, so to avoid obstacles like homing saws and incessantly
firing mortars you have to carefully maneuver using only those two contradicting commands, and the result is a bloody difficult
runner game. The presentation is really rather stunning too, with incredibly trippy graphics and a bumpin soundtrack. Oh and if
you own Downwell you get 25% off, so for literally a dollar twenty-five, this is a must have.. This game used to work well
though after buying some of the downloadable content and receving 5 billion or so updates it is now broken, which is something
of a shame as it was quite fun to play.. This game needs more work, it is in a buggy stage.. Don't get me wrong, this game is
entertaining. It has pleasant visuals, good sound design, creepy atmosphere filled with symbolism, and an interesting concept
behind it. However, there are two things which hold me back from recommending it:

1.  Many puzzles either have illogical solution or don't accept obvious solutions. A small example: a character A
gives you a letter and asks to give it to their crush\u2014without disclosing who said crush is. However, there's
another character B who is the same species as A and who is quite obviously pining for them. So you hand out
the letter to B, right? Wrong. You put the letter into a mailbox in a world completely different to the one A or B
inhabit. After which the letter, apparently, gets sent to B, who gives you a reward when you speak to them the next
time. In that example it's at least possible to deduce a solution even though it requires an unnecessary middleman, but
there are several situations where you forced to go through every item in your inventory near every single NPC
because you are stuck, especially if you want to 100% complete the game (which is possible to do in four hours, as you
can see).

2.  Yume Nikki did it better. I bet this is not the first review you've seen that points this out, but seriously, pick
up\u2014entirely for free!\u2014Yume Nikki (or Yume 2kki if you've completed the original) and enjoy just as
atmospheric experience with a heavier focus on exploration, much more varied worlds and more content overall. 
Strange Telephone has better graphics, but that's the only thing going for it in this small competition.. So this is a well
made little RTS with lots of fun to be had. Great little short missions and plenty of them, close to 400 in total, that's a
lot of game play! Simple to pick and play at anytime.

My only potential negative is the price tag at £13.49. I need to put a good amount of hours in before I decide it's
worth that.

Take a look at a bit of game play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nB3CwvE5UWw&t=8s. Short but very fun
game with intresting story and multiple choices!. BEST GAME EVER
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